Abstract. Using exhaustive techniques and results from Lackenby and many others, we compute the tunnel number of all 1655 alternating 11 and 12 crossing knots. We also use these methods to compute the tunnel number of 142 non-alternating 11 and 12 crossing knots. Overall, of the 2728 total knots with 11 and 12 crossings, we have found 1797 tunnel numbers.
Introduction
Tunnel number is a knot invariant, first defined by Clark in 1980, [4] . The tunnel number t(K) can be realized as one less than the Heegaard genus of S 3 \ N (K), or the minimum number of properly embedded disjoint arcs α i , required to make S 3 \ N (K ∪ {α i }) a handlebody. Since it was defined, it has become a classical invariant with connections to the hyperbolic volume of knots [6] , bridge number, and many others. It has interesting and unexpected properties under connected sum [11] and is a common tool used to investigate characteristics of knots and links. Because of this, it is useful to have explicit values for tunnel number to test conjectures against. For an overview of tunnel number, see Morimoto [10] .
A paper by Morimoto, Sakuma, and Yokota [12] computed the tunnel number of all knots with 10 or less crossings, of which there are 250. This paper aims to extend this list of known values of tunnel numbers. The main source of values of tunnel numbers here is Lackenby's paper [7] , where he proves a conjecture of Sakuma and classifies all tunnel number one alternating knots. Briefly, the main theorem of Lackenby is as follows: K is an alternating, tunnel number one knot if and only if K is either a 2-bridge knot or a 3-bridge Montesinos knot with a clasp. A clasp is a rational tangle with corresponding rational number ± We enumerate all possible examples of these knots with 11 and 12 crossings and use the program SnapPy, by Culler, Dunfield, Goerner, and Weeks, to identify them. We also use the data on bridge number of these knots, supplied by the online database Knotinfo [3] , and are able to identify the tunnel number of every alternating 11 and 12 crossing knot, of which there are 1655 knots. For exactly two alternating knots, this first method does not work, but Moriah and Lustig's result in [8] provides the tunnel number. These methods also give exact values and bounds for many non-alternating knots. There are 1073 non-alternating 11 and 12 crossing knots, and we have calculated the tunnel numbers of 142 of them. The remaining 931 knots have tunnel number one or two. See Tables 1 and 2 for a summary of the results. Theorem 1.1. The tunnel number of all 1655 alternating 11 or 12 crossing knots has been calculated. The tunnel number of 142 non-alternating 11 or 12 crossing knots has also been calculated.
In the process of this work, we have also enumerated all Montesinos knots with 11 and 12 crossings. The full list of all these results can be found online for download at https://github.com/fcastellanomacias/tunnel.
We will define the relevant terms in the next section and in Section 3, we give well known relations between tunnel number and other invariants. Then in Section 4 we will discuss the algorithms used and finally, in Section 5, we prove our main result and provide summary tables which help explain the proof.
Definitions
We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of knot theory, see [13] for background. Throughout this paper, we will assume all knots have a single component. The two main families of knots we will need to consider are built from rational tangles, see [2] for more details. Given a knot K, b(K) = 1 if and only if K is the unknot. So, under this invariant, the first class of nontrivial knots are 2-bridge knots and Schubert completely classified these knots. Another name for 2-bridge knots is rational knots, named so because they are a composed of a single rational tangle with a numerator (or denominator) closure.
Montesinos knots are a generalization of rational knots, first introduced by Montesinos in 1973, [9] . For convenience, we will make a more specific class of Montesinos links that will be useful later. See Figure 2 . Figure 1 . A rational tangle. The dotted line is a tunnel that collapses the diagram of the tangle to a point. And finally, we define the main invariant that we are considering in this paper.
Definition 2.5. Given a knot K, a tunnel is a properly embedded arc in S 3 \ N (K), where N (·) is an open regular neighborhood. The tunnel number of K, t(K), is the minimum number of disjoint tunnels, α i , required to make S 3 \ N (K ∪ {α i }) a handlebody.
Bounds on tunnel number
We begin this section with a well known proposition which relates bridge and tunnel number.
In addition, the following theorem shows that a Montesinos knot with r rational tangles has bridge number equal to r. Next, we generalize a lemma from Lackenby [7] which gives an upper bound for the tunnel number of clasp Montesinos knots. Proof. We follow an argument similar to [7] . We may assume that K is of the form M (0; β 1 /α 1 , . . . β r−2 /α r−2 , 1/2, β r /α r ). As shown in Figure 1 , we can place a tunnel at the center of each rational tangle to collapse it to a point. Thus, after placing a tunnel in each rational tangle β i /α i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 2, we obtain the diagram in the middle of Figure 3 . In this diagram, we can now slide down the outermost arc from the top to the bottom vertex, obtaining the diagram on the right of Figure 3 . As shown by Lackenby in [7] , we obtain that t(K) ≤ r − 2. Note that Lackenby's proof also applies when K is non-alternating.
Corollary 3.4 ([7]
). In particular, if K is a clasp Montesinos knot and r = 3, then t(K) = 1.
We also use part of Lustig and Moriah's theorem which gives the tunnel number of certain Montesinos knots. Combining Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.6, we can compute the tunnel numbers for all alternating 3-bridge knots.
Corollary 3.7. Let K be an alternating 3-bridge knot. If K is a clasp Montesinos knot, then K has tunnel number one. Otherwise, K has tunnel number two.
Similarly, Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 give us a way to compute the tunnel number of many alternating 4-bridge knots. Furthermore, we use KnotInfo [3] to obtain the bridge number of all 11 or 12 crossing knots.
Algorithms
All the algorithms in this section have been implemented in SnapPy by the first author. We will use RT (ℓ) to denote the set of all fractions representing all rational tangles with ℓ crossings. Each of the fractions in RT (ℓ) is uniquely identified with a rational tangle.
Step (1) of both algorithms lists all partitions which sum to ℓ or n, which is an easy exercise and we exclude it here. Proof. The algorithm is the following:
(1) List all integer partitions of ℓ, where each summand is a positive integer. (2) Each partition ℓ = a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a m has an associated fraction defined as
For each partition [a 1 , . . . , a n ], compute its associated fraction p q and let X denote the set of all fractions arising this way. For each fraction in X, also add the negation of the fraction to X. (3) Every rational tangle has an alternating minimal diagram, and every alternating diagram is a minimal diagram, so we conclude that X = RT (ℓ).
Given a fraction p q , we can use the function RationalTangle(p,q) from SnapPy to build its corresponding rational tangle. Proof. The main idea is to identify all Montesinos knots with n crossings and r rational tangles. Observe that r need be at most ⌊n/2⌋, since each rational tangle must have at least two crossings. The algorithm is as follows:
(1) List all partitions of n with r summands. (2) For each partition n = n 1 + · · · + n r , take the Cartesian product RT (n 1 ) × · · · × RT (n r ). Each element of this Cartesian product is an r-tuple of rational numbers. (3) For each such r-tuple, construct a Montesinos link by tangle summing together all rational tangles from the tuple in order, and then taking the numerator closure of the sum. That is, for each fraction We use the function M.identify() from SnapPy to identify knots. In our work, every knot we created with this algorithm was identified by SnapPy. Also note that this list may contain duplicates.
As a particular case of Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following result which will be later used to calculate tunnel numbers. 
Tunnel numbers of 11 and 12 crossing knots
Notice that the bridge number of all knots with 11 and 12 crossings is at most four, as can be found in KnotInfo [3] . We obtain that there are 145 and 222 alternating 11 crossing knots with tunnel numbers one and two, respectively. For the alternating 12 crossing knots, there are 315, 971, and 2 knots with tunnel numbers one, two, and three, respectively. This information can be found in Table 1 . In addition, the tunnel numbers for the rest of the non-alternating knots can be bounded above by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4. Table 1 . Identification of tunnel number for alternating knots with 11 and 12 crossings.
Using these ideas, we have identified 117, 20, and 5 non-alternating 11 or 12 crossing knots with with tunnel numbers one, two, and three, respectively. This data can be found in Table 2 .
Overall, of the 2728 total knots with 11 and 12 crossings, we have found 1797 tunnel numbers. Combining Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we obtain Theorem 1.1.
